Our most creative camera yet, Polaroid Now+ is our revamped analog instant camera with even more creative tools. Get 5 new lens filters, and unlock two extra tools – aperture priority and tripod mode – inside the Polaroid mobile app. Try light painting, double exposure, manual mode and more. Plus a tripod mount to steady your ideas inside the original Polaroid square format frame.

**Launch date**
2021-09-19

**Charging Method**
Micro USB Charging using smartphone charger

**Outer shells**
Polycarbonate + ABS plastics

**Lenses**
Polycarbonate resin

**Shutter system**
1/200~1sec. (Preset)
1/200 ~ 30 sec. and Bulb mode (App Mode)

**Lens**
2 zones (Close-Up & Standard) auto switching hyperfocal optical system (0.4m-1.3m@Zone 1 Close-Up, 1.0m-∞ @Zone 2 Standard)

**Focal length**
Standard Lens: 102.35 mm (40mm/35 equivalent)
Close-up Lens: 94.96 mm (35mm/35 equivalent)

**Field of view**
Horizontal 40°, vertical 41°

**Flash system**
Auto-Adjust Output Vacuum discharge tube strobe system

**Compatible Smartphones**
Most Android™ Smartphones

**The App**
Available for iOS and Android
Compatible iOS versions: iOS 13 and higher
Compatible Android versions: Android 7 and higher

*Based on typical use.*